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Introduction
Craniofacial superimposition (CFS) [1] is the most representative technique within craniofacial identification [2] . It involves superimposing a skull onto a one or more ante-mortem (AM) photographs of a missing person. The consequent analysis of their morphological correspondence determines if they belong to the same subject.
The whole CFS process can be divided into three consecutive stages [3] ( Fig. 1 ): 1) The acquisition and processing of the materials, i.e, skull and AM facial images, and the location of somatometric landmarks on both; 2) Skull-face overlay (SFO), which deals with accomplishing the best possible superimposition of the skull and a single AM photograph of a missing person. This procedure is iteratively executed for each photograph, thus getting different overlays. 3) Decision making process aims to determine the degree of support for a match based on the SFOs achieved in the previous step. The final decision is managed by A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T different criteria based on the anatomical relationship between the face and the skull. These criteria can vary depending on the region and the pose [4] .
Designing automatic methods to address CFS and support the forensic anthropologist remains a challenge and dreamed milestone within the anthropology community. In fact, the development of computer-aided CFS methods has increased over the past twenty years [5] . Recent approaches use skull 3D models and soft computing (SC) methods for the first two identification stages. These methods allow us to both automate the task and handle the inherent uncertainty [6, 7, 8, 9] . In the third stage, once one or more SFOs are obtained, experts evaluate morphological and spatial skull-face relations, focusing on certain regions demonstrated to be more discriminative. The final decision is provided from an aggregation of the partial decisions. It is taken in terms of limited, moderate or strong support to the assumption that the skull and the facial image belong to the same individual or not [4] . This process is subjective and it relies on the skills of the forensic expert while influenced by the quantity and quality of the used materials. Therefore, there is a need to design a decision support system (DSS) to help practitioners to make their decision based on the fusion of the available information sources in a faster and more objective way. It would also lead to the application of CFS in identification scenarios with multiple comparisons, a possibility not explored yet due to the unaffordable time lapse needed to analyse all possible cross-comparisons. Our long-term and complex goal is the implementation of a DSS by evaluating the spatial and morphological relationships. The system will return a numeric index as output, in order to support the forensic anthropologist to make the final CFS decision while automatically filtering a number of cases in multiple comparison scenarios.
In previous works [10, 11, 12] , we presented a first preliminary proposal to design a DSS for CFS using computer vision (CV) and fuzzy integrals. We implemented two of the most discriminative criteria to assess craniofacial correspondence, namely, the spatial and the morphological relation between the bony and facial chin, and the relative position of the orbits and the eyeballs.
In this work we present a complete hierarchical DSS for CFS with three connected levels of decision. The previous studies only tackled what we currently identified as the third and simplest level. We only M A N U S C R I P T implemented some CV methods aimed to measure two criteria to assess craniofacial correspondence in the corresponding two isolated regions. Thus, previous developments cannot be used for the identification task. Here, for the first time, we propose a complete framework that allows forensic experts to automatically address the final decision making stage. The presented fuzzy DSS develops information fusion concerning skull-face anatomical correspondence at different levels: criterion evaluation, SFO evaluation, and CFS evaluation. Additionally, in this study, we provide an implementation of the SFO evaluation level of the DSS (as explained above, we have already provided an implementation for the criterion evaluation level [10] ). Within this level, we distinguish three sublevels with different conditions of aggregation. In each of them, the different sources of uncertainty are modeled, and different aggregation mechanisms account for information fusion and propagation. These sources of uncertainty also provide a mechanism to propagate information and uncertainty from criterion evaluation to SFO evaluation levels.
The uncertainty sources and degrees of confidence involved in the information fusion process are classified into bone, image, SFOs, morphological aspects, and computational methods used to model the criteria. The bone uncertainty refers to the quality of the skull, and the uncertainty of the photograph considers the visibility of each region and the resolution of the image. Morphological aspects can vary the degree of confidence of a criterion, depending on the sex, age, body mass index (BMI), or ancestry. Finally, the accuracy of the used methods is also taken into account, as well as the quality of the SFO achieved in the previous step.
We perform an experiment with positive and negative identification cases. In total, we analyze 33 positive SFOs against 411 negatives. We test 24 different combinations of aggregation functions within the proposed fuzzy DSS. We both analyze the results studying the mean accuracy of each approach and its capability of identification.
This manuscript is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the relevant previous work and state the characteristics of the problem we aim to tackle. Section 3 describes our proposed DSS and Section 4 the corresponding implementation. Section 5 shows the experiments, and Section 6 details the discussion and conclusions.
Background

Craniofacial Superimposition
CFS approaches evolved as new technology was available although their foundations were laid more than 100 years ago [13, 14] . Three families of approaches have been developed along this time: photo superimposition (appeared in the mid 1930s), video superimposition (widely common since 1975), and computer-aided superimposition (developed in the second half of the 1980s) [1, 15] .
Computerized systems in CFS are very transcendent [3, 5] . Some publications [6, 7, 8, 9, 16, 17] serve as examples of how computer techniques, specially CV and SC, can automate SFO and tackle the uncertainty/fuzziness of several cephalometric landmarks [18] and of the soft tissue distances [19] . These proposals are based either on photograph to photograph comparison [20] or on skull 3D model to photograph comparison [6, 7, 8, 15, 17] . Computerized CFS methods play an important role since they have managed to reduce time and subjectivity inherent to manual approaches followed by forensic experts. However, the resulting overlays' quality is influenced by several sources of uncertainty, as well as by partial and incomplete knowledge about skull-face anatomical correspondence. Accordingly, it is very difficult to achieve an optimal accuracy in an automatic way and a later manual refinement of SFO results is currently needed for such a purpose. Related to this, it is important to note that the forensic expert selects the materials (i.e. skull and photographs) in a previous phase of the process. This is a forensic technique frequently employed in multiple labs around the world, so the expert filters the materials and if they are not reliable, the SFO cannot be carried out. Best practices to follow by forensic experts in CFS were recently agreed with the framework of the EU project MEPROCS and they are described in [4] .
Our system consists of the automation of the CFS process based on SC and CV techniques. In order to automate the SFO stage, we attempt to replicate the original scene in which the photograph was taken [21] . From the CV perspective, this involves a 3D-2D image registration problem. This process is guided
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by incomplete and vague information (matching of two different objects, face and skull), and it involves an optimization task within a challenging search space with many local minima to establish the parameters of the registration transformation. For these reasons, advanced SC techniques have been designed to face this complex optimization problem [6, 7, 8, 9] . The resulting automatic overlays generated by our system are the inputs to the CFS DSS proposed in this paper.
Decision Making in Craniofacial Superimposition
Once one or several skull-face overlays have been achieved for the same identification case 1 , the main goal is to determine the degree of support for the assertion that the skull and the face of the photograph(s) belong to the same person or not. This degree of support is based on the consistency of the matching between the face and the skull but it is also influenced by the quality and quantity of the materials used (photographs and skull). A scale for a craniofacial matching evaluation has been recently defined by some of the most representative experts in craniofacial identification within the MEPROCS project framework [4] . Accordingly, the final decision is provided in terms of strong, moderate or limited support. This decision is guided by different criteria studying the anatomical relationship between the skull and the face. According to the literature [23] , we can distinguish the following families of criteria for assessing the craniofacial correspondence:
1. Analysis of the consistency of the bony and facial outlines/morphological curves. Forensic experts confirm if two particular curves (of skull and face) are anatomically consistent. That is, if two curves follow the same shape or, in other words, if one curve mirrors the other. An example of this criteria can see it in Fig. 2 .a where the forehead curve of the face follows the forehead curve of the skull.
2. Assessment of the anatomical consistency by positional relationship. These criteria consist of a positional relationship analysis in order to assess anatomical consistency. Thus, the goal is to check if the relative position of a skull region against a facial region is similar in respect to anatomical reference. Fig. 2 .b shows a case of this family: the consistency between the lateral angle of the eye and the cranial orbit.
3. Location and comparison lines to analyze anatomical consistency. Experts analyze a set of marking lines (obtained by joining some reference landmarks) on the face and on the skull. In terms of CV, these lines have to be parallel in an image. For example, the ectocanthion lines marked in the skull and the face (Fig. 2 .c).
4.
Evaluation of the consistency of the soft tissue thickness between corresponding cranial and facial landmarks. The last set of criteria consists of analyzing the consistency of the facial soft tissue thickness considering distances between pairs of homologous landmarks (located on the skull and the face). Fig. 2 .d shows an example of how the facial landmarks positions can be estimated from cranial landmarks using cones to model the soft tissue thickness. These distances can be checked using the skull-face overlay in existing studies relating to soft tissue thickness in different human populations [19] .
MEPROCS work group also discussed and quantitatively analyzed these criteria for the evaluation of the morphological skull-face correspondence, providing a set of the most discriminative and easy to assess criteria [24] .
Our long term goal is to automate the whole decision making process by modeling the most relevant criteria within the previous four families using CV and SC techniques. The resulting system would give as a result a global degree of support of a CFS identification to assist the forensic anthropologist to make her/his decision. There are just a few works tackling the automation of the analysis of craniofacial correspondences within the framework of CFS identification [25, 26, 27] . Most of the existing literature was published more than 18 years ago and the works are very basic and limited. In addition, they do not consider the use of either skull 3D models or computer techniques to perform the skull-face overlay. Besides, the employed technique for the shape analysis implies manual interaction. They provide a value that does not take into account the actual spatial relation between skull and face since the methods employed are invariant to translation, scale and rotation. Finally, these systems only implement a single group of the criteria to assess the craniofacial correspondence. For further information see [10] .
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Recently, we presented a simple and preliminary version of the DSS in [10, 11, 12] . In these works, we considered two of the most discriminative criteria to assess craniofacial correspondence: the morphological and spatial relationship between the facial and bony chin and the relative position of the eyeballs and the orbits. We developed several CV-based methods to assess the degree of matching of each of these two criteria, and aggregated their results in a single value (using different aggregation functions) to obtain more robust and accurate results (see Fig. 3 ).
To model the former criterion, we implemented several CV methods aimed to measure how the chin facial shape follows the skull shape given the delineation of these regions in a SFO. Our method includes
the automatic segmentation of the contours based on the region "between" them. Thanks to this process, this analysis takes into account the relative position and the distance between the two objects as well as the shapes. In [10] , we proved that the best performance to model the relation "a curve follows another curve" is obtained using shape similarity measures with the area function comparison method and the complex coordinates' signature. In order to measure this similarity the Euclidean distance of their corresponding shape signatures is computed. The following formula gives a similarity value between zero and one:
with s F and s B being the shape signature of each contour. Similarly, we developed a method to measure the relative position between the orbit and the center of the eyeball. For this aim, we implemented two different ways to compute the positional relationship between two objects in an image: the aggregation method and the centroid method. Once the relative position is obtained, we need to compare this position with a reference model in order to assess if there is anatomical consistency. In order to compare two different relative positions between two objects, we compute the similarity using the following expression based on [28] :
where δ a , δ b , δ r and δ l are the degrees of the position relation "above", "below", "right", and "left", respectively, and δ and δ are the relative position of two different pairs of objects.
To evaluate this criterion, we need to extract the appropriate contours both for the orbits (bony region) and eyeball center (facial region). The desired orbital contour is the interior contour, selected as the smaller one, while the facial region is simply the contour of the marked zone on the photograph. All of these performed methods return a value between zero and one, which indicates how well the relation is achieved. Then, we aggregate the degrees of support of the individual methods to strengthen the final result. To do this, it is needed a measurement of importance of each one (the accuracy). We review the calculation of this value as follows since it is employed along the current proposal described in Sections 3 and 4. Regardless the criterion type, this accuracy of each method is calculated as its capability to discriminate in the decision making process (ranking positive and identification negative cases). Hence, a database composed of real positive identification cases (including the 3D skull model and one or more subject photographs) and negative cases is required. These negatives cases are obtained combining real 3D skull models and non corresponding photos of similar subjects (same gender, age, ethnic group, ...). First, the corresponding value to apply each method for a specific criterion over the database of cases is achieved. Next, the matching values reported are used to rank the candidates based on their chance to be the actual subject. Then, a value between 0 and 1 is assigned to each positive case taking into account this ranking: if the method reported the highest value to a positive case (first position of the ranking), 1 is assigned. On
the contrary, if the position of a positive case is the last of the ranking, 0 is assigned. The formula to assign the accuracy of the method x i in the instance j is:
where r is the position of the positive case in the ranking and M j is the worst (highest) value of the ranking for the instance j (all cases getting the same criterion-method value are supposed to have a draw, that is, they are assigned to the same ranking). Then, the average of all these accuracy values over all cases is calculated. As a result, an accuracy index in the interval [0, 1] is achieved for each method. The final step is to aggregate the degrees of support of the best individual methods taking into account their accuracy. To do that, Sugeno integral [29] is used. For the two cases of study, the accuracy index of the aggregation overcame the individual results. The scheme of this procedure is shown in Fig. 3 . In [12] we performed a deeper study of the behavior of different aggregation functions for the same aim. The obtained results show that Sugeno integral ranks better than the Choquet Integral and the Weighted Arithmetic Mean although no significant conclusions can be delivered regarding the performance.
Hierarchical Decision Support Framework for Craniofacial Superimposition
The whole CFS process is affected by several uncertainty sources and degrees of confidence that must be considered for decision making. In particular, we have distinguished the following sources of uncertainty from the forensic experts' experience.
Bone quality: the quality of the skeletal remains is an important issue during the CFS process. The condition of the bones depends on environmental factors, its preservation state has a direct influence on the confidence on the evaluation of face and skull anatomical correspondence.
Image quality: photographic quality is an additional criterion that has to be taken into consideration. The uncertainty inherent to the location of landmarks and regions in an image, already described in [4] , can be greatly affected by the quality of the image. In particular, the location and evaluation of each single region/landmark is affected by the following sources of imprecision: 1) the variation in the distribution of shadows which depend on the light; 2) unsuitable focus, especially when the plane of focus is not enough depth and hence the critical objects are not sharp; 3) the image resolution. For optimal examination, experts recommend using photographs in which the facial image resolution is at least 180 pixels corresponding to the width of the head, or 90 pixels between the eyeballs (for full frontal images); 4) the pose of the face in the image, i.e. angle of view (frontal, lateral or oblique) and facial expression; 5) complete or partial occlusion of a region due to the presence of elements such as glasses, clothes or hair [4] .
Skull-face overlay accuracy: the confidence degree of the SFO accomplished in the previous stage is another important factor to be considered. This process focuses on achieving the best possible superimposition of the skull and a facial image and it can be influenced by different sources of uncertainty, as described in [7] .
Morphological aspects: the degree of confidence of each particular criterion analyzing anatomical correspondence can be affected by several factors. Firstly, the expected craniofacial relationship of a specific region is affected (in a lower or higher degree) by the age, sex, ancestry (biological profile), and/or BMI [30] . Thus, these factors have to be considered for each particular criterion during the decision making process. For example, the chin shape of the skull follows the facial shape in young people, but after 45 years of age this relation is increasingly unreliable. This relation can also be distorted due to being overweight. Secondly, each isolated region can have a different discriminative identification power. This is considered as the rate of being able to make a positive identification taking into account only that region.
Automatic method modeling the spatial/morphological relationship accuracy: different computer methods can be considered to automatically evaluate the degree of matching for each specific criterion. For example, the chin correspondence can be evaluated by considering different shape extraction and matching methods (see Sec. 2.2). The accuracy of a method is defined as how well the specific craniofacial relationship is modeled by that method for an actual criterion.
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The DSS proposed in this work considers the evaluation of the skull-face anatomical correspondence at different levels. In each of them, the various sources of uncertainty introduced above are modeled, and different aggregation mechanisms account for information fusion and propagation. In particular, we have defined the following three levels or decision hierarchies (see Fig. 4 ):
• Level 1: CFS evaluation In this DSS scheme, the final degree of the CFS identification is obtained by aggregating all the SFO degrees. This corresponds with the highest level (Level 1) in the hierarchical system. In the next level (Level 2), for each SFO achieved in the previous stage, we aim to analyze the degree of fulfillment of
several criteria studying skull-face anatomical correspondence. For each criterion, facial and cranial regions are located (in the facial photograph and the 3D model, respectively) and a specific method to evaluate the skull-face correspondence is applied (the kind(s) of method(s) to be considered depends on the nature of the specific criterion). The degree of craniofacial correspondence of a SFO is computed by aggregating the matching degree of each single criterion taking into consideration the confidence of that criterion. Thus, the skull-face consistency in a region is expressed by a value between 0 and 1, obtained in the previous level (C m ). This value is complemented by the region/criterion confidence based on the quality of the photo (P Q m ), the quality of the bone (BQ m ), the biological profile variability of the criterion (BP m ), and the discriminative power of the isolated region. At this level, we set three different aggregation sublevels. The first one consists of aggregating the first three sources of uncertainty to get a single uncertainty value associated to the criterion sample quality and biological variability. The second sublevel integrates this aggregation with the matching degree (C m ). Finally, at the third one, we obtain the degree of the SFO craniofacial correspondence by aggregating the different previous values for all the regions taking into account the discriminative power of the isolated region as weight. We denote these sublevels as level 2.1, level 2.2, and level 2.3, respectively. If there are more than one CV-based method to evaluate a criterion, there is a need to aggregate the results of all of them (Level 3). To do so, we take into account the accuracy of each method. Fig. 4 graphically summarizes the proposed hierarchical DSS for CFS.
In addition, but not included within our DSS, there is a Level 0 of evaluation, the one carried out by the human expert. At this higher level the input is the final degree of CFS matching provided by the DSS. Then, the forensic experts will make the final identification decision. In this sense, the MEPROCS international consortium agreed a set of possible decision degrees according to the quality and quantity of materials [4] . The matching degree provided by our DSS could be directly incorporated within this scale, to any other, or considered in its own.
Framework Implementation
Together with the hierarchical DSS framework proposal, in this contribution we focus on the design of the SFO evaluation level. In this level 2 we aggregate the degree of the craniofacial matching in a region with the associated criterion uncertainty (see Fig. 5 ).
We have the problem of how to choose an aggregation function for each sublevel within the vast variety of aggregation functions available in the literature. In [31] the authors give some advices to select the most appropriate aggregation function for a specific application. First, the function must be consistent with the semantic of the aggregation process, i.e, if one is a disjunction, conjunctive or averaging aggregation functions are not suitable. Other important aspects to take into account are if the aggregation function should be symmetric, idempotent, or have a neutral or absorbing element. If the input number is always the same and what is the interpretation of the input values are also important to make a good choice of the suitable family or class. The second criterion is to select the appropriate member of that family or class, in order to produce adequate outputs for the given inputs. In our case, to address this second criterion we decided to perform an experimental study to analyze which aggregation function provides the best results in each case. To do that, we use a data set with positive and negative identification cases that helps us to make the good decision about the most suitable aggregation functions. In this sense, the SFO craniofacial correspondence of the positive cases have to be ranked before the negatives.
Based on the latter guidelines and the definitions of the Appendix, we justify the choice of the analyzed aggregation function for each sublevel as follows:
Aggregation function to combine material quality assessments and biological profile (level 2.1)
First, we have to aggregate the quality of the photo at the region (P Q m ), the quality of the bone at the region (BQ m ), and the biological profile variability of the criterion (BP m ) (see Fig. 6 ). These three aspects have a direct influence on the confidence of the matching degree of each particular region. Thus, we have decided to aggregate them in a single uncertainty value using an aggregation function denoted by O Level2.1 (P Q m , BQ m , BP m ). Biological profile: the way biological profile affects the degree of confidence of each particular criterion can be easily modeled using fuzzy sets. According to the expert knowledge (task developed by Prof. Caroline Wilkinson, one of the most recognized experts in craniofacial identification), we have defined one or more fuzzy sets to model in which way the biological profile parameters (age, sex and ancestry) and the BMI modify the degree of confidence of each particular criterion.
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Bone quality: the variations seen on bones can be described according to the bone's surface texture using the weathering stages [32] . They consider the taphonomic processes that may have affected the bones of a subject. For our application, the accuracy of the 3D model will have to be taken into account at the same time. Values of quality are set, based on the weathering stages, and are specifically associated with each region of the skull. If a specific region is deteriorated, the method to analyze the skull-face correspondence for each criterion can use it but the confidence in that criterion is reduced, so it will consequently be associated with a lower support value. Similarly to [33] , where weathering stages were employed to modify the confidence of age estimation methods, we established quality indexes as ordinal numbers ranging in [0, 1]. They are assigned by a forensic expert according to the analysis of the state of the available skull. The assignation in this manner indicates the least weathering as being a perfect skull region (1) and the most weathering as being a faulty or not present region (0). We use a six-stage system in which stage 0 is determined to be a quality of 1.0, stage 1 of 0.8, stage 2 of 0.6, stage 3 of 0.4, stage 4 of 0.2, stage 5 of 0.1, and stage 6 is assigned a value of 0.0.
Photo quality: we also use a six-stage system to establish the quality of each facial region. A facial region belonging to the highest stage means that is clearly identified on the photograph and that is the ideal situation to apply the corresponding method to analyze the skull-face correspondence. On the contrary, a region of the lowest stage implies the impossibility to view that region in the photograph.
To aggregate all these values, a conjunctive behavior seems to be the best choice since it does not allow for compensation. Thus, low scores for some criteria (in this quality or biological aspects) cannot be compensated by other scores. If the quality of the bone is very bad, no matter how well the other two sources are, it applies that the matching between the skull and the face will be less reliable. However, averaging mean could be a more conservative choice. On the other hand, we consider that these three aspects affect in the same way to the region criterion so the aggregation function has to be symmetric. For these reasons, we decide to analyze the behavior of our system using the aggregation functions Minimum, Product, and Arithmetic Mean. Thus, at this level we can state the aggregation function as O Level2.1 (P Q m , BQ m , BP m ) {min, prod, mean}.
Aggregation function to combine the matching degree and the uncertainty value of level 2.1 (level 2.2)
Secondly, we have to aggregate the previous uncertainty sources with the matching degree of the skull and the face at the corresponding region as we can see in Fig. 7 . For this application, an averaging procedure is required. The basic rule of this class of aggregation functions is that the total score cannot be above or below any of the inputs. The aggregated value is seen as some sort of representative value of all the inputs. In addition, we consider that the aggregated inputs do not have the same contribution to the total output, so a not symmetric weighted function is needed. Two of the most common weighted aggregation functions are the Weighted Arithmetic Mean and the Weighted Geometric Mean. Both functions are not symmetric. We establish different weights to each input based on the expert knowledge. This weight, a number w i ∈ [0, 1], represents the importance of each one. These functions are abbreviated as wam and wgm, respectively.
Since the values of the weighting vector for the wam and for the wgm must sum up to 1, we apply a simple normalization of the accuracy index with respect to their sum:
where W i is the identification power of the i-region. This aggregation function can be denoted as O The final step in level 2 is to obtain the SFO evaluation degree. As explained before, there is a need to aggregate multiple degrees of support with an associated weight. Each of these degrees corresponds to the skull-face matching degree in a specific region with the corresponding uncertainty integrated (Fig. 8 ). The weight in this case will be the identification power of each isolated part of the face. The requirement for this aggregation function is that it has to be non symmetric. The identification power of a region (the weight) reflects the relative contribution of each input to the final output: the degree of a SFO evaluation.
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As in the previous sublevel, we consider the most common weighted aggregation functions: the wam and the wgm. In this case, the weight which represents the importance of each input is the power identification of each region. These weigths are realistic and they are computed using a dataset of positive and negative identification cases in a similar way of the calculation of the accuracy of each method in level 3 (See Sec. 2.2 and Eq. 3). Again, the values of the weighting vector for these functions have to sum up to 1, so we apply a simple normalization of the power identification with respect to their sum (Eq. 4).
Apart from the weighted aggregations, we also use fuzzy integrals as aggregation functions. These combine the data supplied by several information sources according to a fuzzy measure, that represents the background knowledge on the information sources. In this study, we use the Choquet and the Sugeno integral and we use a Sugeno λ-measure to determine the fuzzy measure. A fuzzy measure, g, is a real valued function defined on the power set of X (the universe of discourse), 2 X , with range [0, 1], satisfying the following properties: Let A and B be two subsets from X.
A fuzzy measure specifies the opinion of the 'worth' or 'goodness' of each subset of information sources in evaluating a particular hypothesis. Each information source gives a belief or confidence in the hypothesis and the measure lets you know how to weight that belief or confidence, in this case the identification power or each facial region. To determine a fuzzy measure on X, we must identify 2 p − 2 coefficients satisfying p2 p−1 conditions. To solve this drawback, some approaches have been proposed to reduce the number of parameters to be determined [29] . In this paper, we use a Sugeno λ-measure defined as in [33] : It is to be noted that, for a Sugeno λ-measure,
holds because of the boundary condition [34] . Using the above definitions g λ (X) can be constructed from the fuzzy densities of the elements of X. Given the set of densities, the value λ can be easily found as the unique root greater than −1 of a simple polynomial [35] . Once λ is found, the fuzzy integral can be calculated.
• The discrete Choquet Integral
The discrete Choquet integral with respect to a λ-fuzzy measure is given by
where x = (x (1) , x (2) , . . . , x (n) ) is a non-decreasing permutation of the input x, x (0) ) = 0 by convention, and H i = (i), . . . , (n) is the subset of indices of n − i + 1 largest components of x.
• The Sugeno Integral
The Sugeno integral with respect to a λ-fuzzy measure is given by
where x = (x (1) , x (2) , . . . , x (n) ) is a non-decreasing permutation of the input x, and H i = (i), . . . , (n).
In the following section we refer to these aggregation functions as choq and sug, respectively. Hence, at this level we can state the aggregation function as O Level2.3 (Output Level2.2i , P ower ID(W i )) {wam, wgm, choq, sug}.
Experiments
The main contribution of this work is the proposal of the fuzzy hierarchical DSS for CFS framework. Hence, the experiments' aim is directly related to its validation. To do so, we have designed and developed two different experiments.
The objective of the first experimental set-up is to study the performance of the different aggregation functions within our framework. In order to analyze which are the most appropriate functions for our system, we obtain the accuracy degree for identifying positive cases in each case at the SFO evaluation level. We also perform a statistical test in order to analyze whether significant differences exist among the results of the different aggregation functions.
A second experiment has been performed with the specific focus on validating the proposed DSS framework for CFS. This considers both positive and negative identification cases, and make use of Cumulative Match Characteristic (CMC) curves to study the identification capabilities of the current implementation of the proposed DSS framework.
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Experimental Design
The experimental design involves the sex-based cross-comparison of nine Cone Bean Computed Tomography (CBCT) models of living individuals and seven 3D skull models (acquired using a 3D structure light scanner, the Artec MHT [36] ) of deceased people against a variable number of candidates and photographs. In each case there is one positive candidate with one or more photographs available. Forensic experts have made a previous filter based on sex and age, so there is not the same number of negative cases for each skull. In total, there are 16 3D skull models and 66 photographs of candidates, resulting in 33 positive and 411 negative SFOs. Table 1 summarizes the composition of the dataset employed. The SFOs have been obtained by our automatic method in [9] using the parameter values reported in that contribution. For the CBCTs positive cases, we use a ground truth dataset, whose overlays are assumed as optimal according to [37] . For each available photograph, experts set the age and the BMI. They also marked visible regions in each photograph and the related quality of each one is established in a scale between 0 and 1 (see Sec. 4.1). In each image, experts delineated from one to four regions (depending on the visibility of them): chin contour, cranial contour, eyeball center right, and eyeball center left. These four regions were also marked on the skull 3D models. Again, experts set the quality of the bone region based on the weathering stages (see Sec. 4.1). A graphical example of this process is shown in Fig. 9 .
The discriminative power of each region is reported in [10] , as well as the corresponding methodology to obtain it. These values are computed using Eq. 3 of Sec. 2.2, and it is understood as the capability to discriminate in the decision making process after aggregating the best methods for modeling each region at level 3. The cranial contour follows the same criterion as the chin contour. Thus, given the inability to calculate identification power from CBCT ground truth cases (CBCT does not include the upper part or the skull), the value of the identification power is taken the same as the chin case. Table 2 summarizes these values for each region used in this work.
For these implemented criteria the influence related with biological profile was defined by Prof. Wilkinson according to her expert knowledge and represented using fuzzy sets in Fig. 10 :
As can be seen in Fig. 10 , the chin criterion is less reliable after 60 years old, decreasing to 0.25 from 75. The same criterion is unreliable with BMI values above 35 (changes in fat will alter the shape of the chin) [30] . Neither the eyeball position nor the cranial contour are affected by any morphological aspect. 
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Region
Power of identification Chin contour 0.843 Cranial contour 0.843 Eyeball (left and right) center position 0.922 For the level 2.2, the experts in Prof. Wilkinson lab established that the uncertainty sources have a third of influence and the matching degree have two thirds of influence. So the weighted vector used in this case is w = ( 1 3 , 2 3 ). Once the SFOs are achieved, all the previous data are taken into account to obtain the final SFO degree as explained in Section 4. We tested the different aggregation functions mentioned in this section for each sublevel, that is: level 2.1: min, prod and mean; level 2.2: wam and wgm; level 2.3: wam, wgm, choq and sug. Accordingly, 24 different combinations are analyzed.
The final values reported for each skull are used to rank the candidates based on their chance of being the actual subject.
Study of aggregation functions
This first study consists in analyzing the behavior of the different combinations of the aggregation functions. To do that, we calculate the accuracy of the 24 different fuzzy DSSs (each of them represented by a different combination of aggregation functions) over all cases as explained in Section II.B and Equation 3. Table 3 shows the mean accuracy for the system using each combination of the selected aggregation functions. As can be seen, the combination mean-wam-wam achieves the highest value, with 0.8550 of mean accuracy. Mean-wgm-wam, prod-wam-wam, min-wam-wam, prod-wgm-wam and min-wgm-wam present similar results, with 0.8516, 0.8461, 0.8394, 0.8378 and 0.8137, respectively. The next methods show a bigger gap with respect to the previous ones, mean-wam-choq and mean-wgm-choq with 0.7742 and 0.7733 of A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T mean accuracy. The wost performances are achieved by combinations min-wam-wgm and min-wgm-wgm, obtaining a mean accuracy of 0.6520 and 0.6494, respectively. Friedman test [38] , a nonparametric test for analysis of variance, aims to test a null hypothesis stating that the mean total accuracy of all the methods are the same. We have set the experiment level of significance in α = 0.05. Table 3 summarizes the ranking obtained by Friedman's test for the studied methods. The result of applying Friedman's test is χ 2 F = 116.21 and a p-value of 1.99 × 10 −14 . Given that the p-value of Friedman are lower than the level of significance considered, α = 0.05, there are significant differences among the observed results. Attending to these results, a post-hoc statistical analysis could help us to detect concrete differences among methods.
In particular, Bonferroni-Dunn test [39] is accomplished to detect significant differences among a control approach and the rest. The control method in this case is the combination of mean-wam-wam. Fig. 11 displays a graphical representation, including the rankings obtained for each method and the critical difference for each value of α. A Bonferroni-Dunn's graphic illustrates the difference among rankings obtained for each approach. The horizontal line represents the level of significance considered in the study at height equal to the sum of the ranking of the control method and the corresponding critical difference computed by the Bonferroni-Dunn method. Those bars which exceed this line are the associated to an approach with worse performance than the control method.
The Bonferroni-Dunn's test shows us the following significant differences with mean-wam-wam as control method: mean-wam-wam is better than every method except prod-wam-wam, mean-wgm-wam, min-wamwam, prod-wgm-wam, min-wgm-wam, mean-wam-choq, mean-wgm-choq, prod-wam-choq, mean-wam-sug and min-wam-choq with α = 0.05 (13/23 methods). Although mean-wam-wam obtains the lowest error and ranking rates, the Bonferroni-Dunn's test is not able to distinguish it as better than all the following 10 
approaches.
We applied more powerful procedures, such as Holm's and Hochberg's, for comparing the control method with the others. However, the same conclusions are achieved. The results are shown by computing p-values for each comparison. Table 4 show the p-value obtained for Bonferroni-Dunn', Holm's and Hochberg's procedures. 
DSS framework validation
Our second performed experiment studies the capability of our system to identify the correct individual. The results are reported using CMC curves [40] along with average rank 10 identification accuracy. A CMC curve captures the percentage (or probability) that the correct match for a case is present in a candidate
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list of the r best matches, where r denotes the rank. Therefore, rank 10 identification accuracy denotes the probability that the correct match is one of the subjects in a list of the top 10 matches provided by the system.
There is no previous work in the literature with a similar proposal to that presented in this manuscript. For this reason, we cannot compare the obtained results with existing CFS computer-based proposals. We could focus instead on the performance demonstrated by human experts. The reliability of CFS in human identification has been assessed by different authors [41, 42, 43, 23, 44] achieving confronted conclusions about the technique's reliability, with positive matches ranging from 70% to 100%, and false negatives from 0% to 20%.
The reliability studies reported in the forensic literature are fraught with limitations, such as the absence of an objective measurement of the craniofacial superimposition match, limitations of the technical equipment, imprecision in landmark location while performing landmark-based methods, absence of soft tissue data for the tested population, deficient quality of the skull 3D models, postmortem photographs, limited samples, lack of appropriate statistical analysis, and the absence of inter and intra observer studies.
The most recent work [45] , a multiple-lab study with 26 participants from 17 different institutions involving 60 CFS cases showed a global average performance of 79% of correct identifications. This percentage scaled up to 84% in a similar study [46] where the participants were asked to follow MEPROCS best practices [4] . We should notice that these two studies were laid out with the intention of identifying good and bad practices and to validate MEPROCS standards, respectively, rather than to test CFS reliability.
The last possibility to provide a reference for the identification performance can be obtained through the examination of other automatic or semi-automatic identification methods that have been proposed to model different forensic anthropology techniques. In [47] , a computerized clavicle identification system was presented. The method quantifies the clavicle outline shape from the skeletons and postero-anterior AM chest radiographs to rank individuals. The results show that a positive predictive value of 78% is achieved when considering the 21 first classified bones (rank-21), increasing to 90% around rank-100.
In our case we compare the six best aggregation function combinations of the previous study, i.e. meanwam-wam, prod-wam-wam, mean-wgm-wam, min-wam-wam, prod-wgm-wam and min-wgm-wam. Although they all obtained similar results without significant differences with respect to the mean accuracy (see in Sec. 5.2), CMC curves allow us to differentiate among them (see Fig. 12 ).
CMC curves show us that mean-wam-wam and mean-wgm-wam have the best performance to identify the actual subject. Although they do not have the highest value for identifying the correct match in rank 1 and 8, they have the best performance in the remaining scenarios ( Fig. 12 ). As it can be seen, when our system uses these aggregation functions it is able to rank the correct individual within the five first positions with more than a 70% of accuracy. This rate increases if we consider the 10 first positions, reaching more than 90% of identification accuracy and for the most of the combinations except min-wgm-wam that presents a worse behavior. Although these results are not good enough to consider the current proposal for identification purposes on its own, our fuzzy DSS has demonstrated promising capabilities to filter (shortlist) cases. In fact, it has showed a significant improvement in comparison with the only 'comparable' method [47] (dealing with a simpler identification technique since it involves a bone to bone comparison, a 3D clavicle and the same bone in a radiograph) which needed to look at around 100 cases to reach a 90% identification rate.
Finally, in Fig. 13 the eight first visual results for one case of the ranking using the mean-wam-wam combination are depicted. In the figure, positive cases have the highest SFO degrees, so they are ranked at the firsts positions.
Discussion and Conclusions
In the present contribution, we propose a complete framework for a DSS in CFS. The proposal develops information fusion concerning skull-face anatomical correspondence at three different levels: criterion evaluation, SFO evaluation, and CFS evaluation. We classify the uncertainty sources and degrees of confidence involved in this process as related to bone, image, skull-face overlays, morphological aspects and used methods. In this study, we focus on the SFO evaluation level. Within this stage, we distinguish three sublevels with different conditions of information fusion. For this reason we perform an experimental study to analyze which aggregation function provides the best results. The first sublevel aggregates the sources of uncertainty of the bone and the image, and the biological profile variability. For this sublevel, we propose to use the minimum (min), the product (prod ), and the arithmetic mean (mean) as aggregation functions. The second sublevel consists of integrating this aggregation with the matching degree of the skull and the face. In this case, we study the use of the weighted arithmetic mean (wam) and the weighted geometric mean (wgm). Finally, at the third sublevel, we obtain the degree of the SFO craniofacial correspondence by aggregating the different previous values for all the regions taking into account the discriminative power of the isolated region as weight. To study that, we test the wam, the wgm, the Sugeno (sug) integral, and the Choquet (choq) integral. We perform an experiment with positive and negative identification cases. We both analyze the results studying the mean accuracy of each approach and its capability of identification.
With respect to the mean accuracy, the combination mean-wam-wam shows the best results in our system. It also presents the first position at the Friedman ranking. Statistical tests show this combination of the aggregation functions is significant better than 13 of the 24 studied methods, but we can not confirm that there are significant differences between this method and the remaining 10 first approaches. However, according to these results, we can conclude that the best aggregation function for the sublevel 2.3 is the weighted arithmetic mean, since the six highest accuracies are obtained with this function (always more than 0.8).
Finally, we validate the DSS framework as an identification system. At this point the identification accuracy is insufficient for running independently as an automatic identification tool. However, it can be already used as a powerful shortlisting tool capable of successfully filtering out a large number of candidates (20 out of 30) in 90% of the identification cases we tested.
We identify the following sources of uncertainty/error that in our opinion are limiting the accuracy of the automatic DSS for CFS:
• The quality of the used SFOs: as explained in the introduction section, reaching an optimal SFO accuracy is still an open field of research and manual refinement of SFO results is currently needed over an important number of cases. One of the issues negatively affecting the accuracy of the automatic SFO method is the consideration of the mandible as a rigid part of the skull.
• The number of SFOs considered: our experimental set-up does not take into consideration the level 1, still to be developed, in which CFS instances are evaluated (using several AM images of the same person). It was demonstrated in [44] that CFS is more reliable when two or more facial photos of the same individual taken from different points of view are jointly used in the examination.
• The number of regions evaluated: we have only implemented four regional criteria, namely, the morphological and spatial relation between the face and the skull chin shape, the relative position of the orbits and the eyeballs (two regions, one for each eye), and the morphological correspondence between the cranial contour in the skull and the face. In addition, the last criterion could be only evaluated in the few cases where the candidate is bald, and the one related with the orbits-eyeball is partially evaluated in many photographs, those with a profile pose.
• 3D and 2D regions delimitation: this task is subjective and it is expected that two different experts, or even the same expert in different times, will mark a different slightly region. Among all the limitation factors we think this is the least important.
In any case, it is important to remark that this fuzzy hierarchical DSS framework is the first automatic CFS system and the obtained results are promising taking into account the actual scope of improvement.
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In this sense, in future works, we aim to include more families of criteria for assessing the craniofacial correspondence and test the DSS with a larger dataset. We also plan to perform inter and intra expert studies to measure inter-intra variability marking those criteria (regions) on the facial photograph and the 3D skull model. Besides, in order to calculate the accuracy of each method and the power identification of each criterion we can take into account the variety of the instances used, separating into groups of ages, sex, ethnical, etc. Thus, different overall values for different kind of populations can be used to strengthen the final output. To do that, we need a bigger dataset of cases since the current is still insufficient. In addition, we could study the use of regression techniques to build aggregation functions from our specific data following [48] . Another aspect to take into consideration is to aggregate the different SFOs of the same person in order to obtain a final degree of a CFS case (i.e., the design of level 1). Besides, we keep on achieving more accurate SFOs through the study of new camera parametrizations, optimization strategies, and the modelization of the mandible rotation and translation movement and its inclusion with the SFO optimization process. Our final objective is to reach a higher identification accuracy. The need of objective assessment and automation has been justified along this manuscript, although and in depth justification was recently provided in [5] . The performance of newly developed CFS methods should be compared with a usual forensic dataset of known case studies. The methods proposed could be applied to solve these cases in order to validate them. Then, the obtained results would be compared with the identification previously determined by forensic experts. Despite there are promising works available in the specialized literature in this line, automatic methods are not implemented yet due to the inability to test their behavior in an objective manner. In this manuscript, authors emphasize the requirement of statistically significant reliability studies that tackle these challenges to obtain a more solid picture on the reliability of CFS. Accordingly, the identification values reported in the present work will be used as reference in the future.
